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Once Upon a Chef, the Cookbook
Combining the winning elements of proven training approaches, motivational stories, and innovative
recipes, No Meat Athlete is a unique guidebook, healthy-living cookbook, and nutrition primer for the
beginner, every day, and serious athlete who wants to live a meatless lifestyle. Author and popular
blogger, Matt Frazier, will show you that there are many benefits to embracing a meat-free athletic
lifestyle, including: - Weight loss, which often leads to increased speed- Easier digestion and faster
recovery after workouts- Improved energy levels to help with not just athletic performance but your dayto-day life - Reduced impact on the planet Whatever your motivation for choosing a meat-free lifestyle,
this book will take you through everything you need to know to apply your lifestyle to your training.
Matt Frazier provides practical advice and tips on how to transition to a plant-based diet while getting all
the nutrition you need; uses the power of habit to make those changes last; and offers up menu plans for
high performance, endurance, and recovery. Once you've mastered the basics, Matt delivers a training
manual of his own design for runners of all abilities and ambitions. The manual provides training plans
for common race distances and shows runners how to create healthy habits, improve performance, and
avoid injuries. No Meat Athlete will take you from the start to finish line, giving you encouraging tips,
tricks, and advice along the way.

Run Barefoot Run Healthy
Running Manual: A Step-by-Step Guide
For readers of Born to Run by Christopher McDougall, The Barefoot Running Book lends practical
advice on the minimalist running phenomenon Ditch those cushiony running shoes—they’re holding
you back and hurting your feet! You’ve heard about barefoot running and how it can reduce injury
and allow for better form. Maybe you’ve even tried it and learned how shedding those heavy, overlymanufactured shoes can make running more enjoyable. Regardless of your expertise level, Jason
Robillard—a leading expert on barefoot running education and director of the Barefoot Running
University—synthesizes the latest research to ease you from barefoot walking to slow running to
competitive and trail running vis-à-vis simple drills, training plans, and useful hints from fellow barefoot
runners. Practical, easy-to-follow, and illustrated with black-and-white photographs throughout, The
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Running Form
Recounts the author's experiences with the reclusive Tarahumara Indians, whose techniques allow them
to run long distances with ease, and describes his training for a fifty-mile race with the tribe and a
number of ultramarathoners.

Running Rewired
Explains how to run more efficiently and with better biomechanics in order to minimize strain and
injury, describing the best type of shoes, highlighting the safest type of foot strike, and outlining a fourweek training program.

Healthy Running Step by Step
Explains why running injuries are so common, examining running form, running shoe design, and
training, and includes insights on such topics as the evolution of running, stress-related injuries, and the
advantages of barefoot running.

Whole Body Barefoot
Inspiration and practical tips for runners who prioritize enjoyment over pace and embrace their place as
an "average" runner In her first book, popular runner blogger Amanda Brooks lays out the path to
finding greater fulfillment in running for those who consider themselves "middle of the pack runners" -they're not trying to win Boston (or even qualify for Boston); they just want to get strong and stay injuryfree so they can continue to enjoy running. Run to the Finish is not your typical running book. While it is
filled with useful strategic training advice throughout, at its core, it is about embracing your place in the
middle of the pack with humor and learning to love the run you've got without comparing yourself to
other runners. Mixing practical advice like understanding the discomfort vs. pain, the mental side of
running, and movements to treat the most common injuries with more playful elements such as
"Favorite hilarious marathon signs" and "Weird Thoughts We all Have at the Start Line," Brooks is the
down-to-earth, inspiring guide for everyone who wants to be happier with their run.

The Running Revolution
The revised edition of the bestselling ChiRunning, a groundbreaking program from ultra-marathoner
and nationally-known coach Danny Dreyer, that teaches you how to run faster and farther with less
effort, and to prevent and heal injuries for runners of any age or fitness level. In ChiRunning, Danny
and Katherine Dreyer, well-known walking and running coaches, provide powerful insight that
transforms running from a high-injury sport to a body-friendly, injury-free fitness phenomenon.
ChiRunning employs the deep power reserves in the core muscles, an approach found in disciplines such
as yoga, Pilates, and T’ai Chi. ChiRunning enables you to develop a personalized exercise program by
blending running with the powerful mind-body principles of T’ai Chi: 1. Get aligned. Develop great
posture and reduce your potential for injury while running, and make knee pain and shin splints a thing
of the past. 2. Engage your core. Shift the workload from your leg muscles to your core muscles, for
efficiency and speed. 3. Add relaxation to your running. Learn to focus your mind and relax your body
to increase speed and distance. 4. Make it a Mindful Practice. Maintain high performance and make
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Barefoot Walking
The author of the best-selling Born to Run describes his investigation into ancestral training techniques
that have enabled Mediterranean athletes to achieve extraordinary levels of strength and fitness.

Older Yet Faster
Are You Ready to Run? Is there a bridge from the injury-ridden world of the modern runner to the
promised land that barefoot running and Born to Run have led us to believe exists? Can we really live
the running life free from injury? Is there an approach designed to unlock all the athletic potential that
may be hidden within? Can we run faster, longer, and more efficiently? In a direct answer to the modern
runner’s needs, Dr. Kelly Starrett, author of the bestseller Becoming a Supple Leopard: The Ultimate
Guide to Resolving Pain, Preventing Injury, and Optimizing Athletic Performance, has focused his
revolutionary movement and mobility philosophy on the injury-plagued world of running. Despite the
promises of the growing minimalist-shoe industry and a rush of new ideas on how to transform running
technique, more than three out of four runners suffer at least one injury per year. Although we may
indeed be “Born to Run,” life in the modern world has trashed and undercut dedicated runners
wishing to transform their running. The harsh effects of too much sitting and too much time wearing the
wrong shoes has left us shackled to lower back problems, chronic knee injuries, and debilitating foot
pain. In this book, you will learn the 12 standards that will prepare your body for a lifetime of topperformance running. You won’t just be prepared to run in a minimalist shoe–you’ll be Ready to
Run, period. In Ready to Run, you will learn: The 12 performance standards you must work toward and
develop on an ongoing basis How to tap into all of your running potential and access a fountain of youth
for lifelong running How to turn your weaknesses into strengths How to prevent chronic overuse injuries
by building powerful injury-prevention habits into your day How to prepare your body for the demands
of changing your running shoes and running technique How to treat pain and swelling with cutting-edge
modalities and accelerate your recovery How to equip your home mobility gym A set of mobility
exercises for restoring optimal function and range of motion to your joints and tissues How to run faster,
run farther, and run better

Tread Lightly
The first running book by a leading pioneering running doctor and athlete, creator of the Air Force's
Efficient Running program--the result of more than three decades of study, practice, and science that
shows us in clearly illustrated and accessible text how easy it is to run efficiently and injury-free, whether
you're in your twenties, sixties, or seventies--for beginning runners and experienced marathoners. In
Run for Your Life, Dr. Mark Cucuzzella explains the simple mechanics of how our bodies have evolved
and adapted to run. Despite our natural ability and our human need to run, each year more than half of
all runners suffer injuries. Pain and discouragement inevitably follow. Cucuzzella's book outlines the
proven, practical techniques to avoid injury and reach the goal of personal fitness and overall health. His
book--the first running book to be written by a professor of medicine with the credibility of the Air Force
behind him--gives us a straightforward, easy-to-follow look at the anatomy, biomechanics, nutrition,
and/or clinical medicine with clear drawings and black-and-white photographs. The book provides
illustrated exercises designed to teach healthy running, along with simple progressions, a
weekly/monthly schedule detailing common mistakes, and cautions that allow the reader to tailor the
training regime to individual needs and abilities. With an annotated list of videos and other innovative,
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Born to Run
Offering current guidance from national and international experts, Clinical Care of the Runner provides
a comprehensive, practical approach to caring for the runner patient. Editor Dr. Mark A. Harrast,
Clinical Professor of Rehabilitation Medicine and Sports Medicine and Medical Director for Husky
Stadium and the Seattle Marathon, ensures that you’re up to date with assessment, biomechanics,
musculoskeletal injuries, medical illness, training, special populations, and other key topics. Covers
general topics such as evaluation of the injured runner, on-the-field and in-office assessment, and sports
psychology for the runner. Includes biomechanics and rehabilitation chapters, including running gait
assessment, choosing a running shoe, and deep water running for prevention and rehabilitation of
running injuries. Provides expert guidance on bone stress injuries and bone health, osteoarthritis and
running, knee injuries in runners, and other musculoskeletal injuries. Features a section on specific
populations such as the novice runner, the youth runner, the peripartum runner, and the
ultramarathoner. Consolidates today’s available information and guidance into a single, convenient
resource.

Natural Born Heroes
The sport of trail running is booming as more runners seek more adventurous routes and a deeper
connection with nature. Not only are runners taking to the trail, but a growing number are challenging
themselves to go past the conventional 26.2-mile marathon point. The time is right for a book that
covers everything a runner needs to safely and successfully run and race trails, from 5Ks to ultra
distances. Like a trusted coach, The Trail Runner’s Companion offers an inspiring, practical, and goaloriented approach to trail running and racing. Whether readers are looking to up their distance or tackle
new terrain, they’ll find sophisticated, yet clear advice that boosts performance and enhances wellbeing. Along the way, they’ll learn: Trail-specific techniques and must-have gear What to eat, drink,
and think—before, during, and after any trail run How to develop mental tenacity and troubleshoot
challenges on longer trail adventures Colorful commentary on the characters and culture that make the
sport special With an engaging, encouraging voice, including tips and anecdotes from well-known names
in the sport, The Trail Runner's Companion is the ultimate guide to achieving peak performance—and
happiness— out on the trails. "Sarah Lavender Smith has long been one of trail running’s finest and
most insightful writers, and her first book, The Trail Runner’s Companion, ties everything together for
all trail runners, from newbies to veterans and all abilities in between. She expertly and empathetically
describes how one should train, eat, drink, and think while becoming a trail runner. But perhaps most
importantly of all, she tells us what it means to be a trail runner—why this journey, in her words, 'all the
way up to the summit and back down,' is worth the effort. If you already are a trail runner, The Trail
Runner’s Companion will make you want to become a better trail runner. If you aren’t yet a trail
runner, The Trail Runner’s Companion will make you want to become one.” - John Trent, longtime
ultrarunner, race director, Western States 100-Mile Endurance Run board member, and award-winning
sportswriter "The Trail Runner's Companion is a must-have for all trail runners, both new and
experienced. It brings a wealth of knowledge and entertaining stories to keep you engaged in the
valuable content of the book. If only I had The Trail Runner's Companion to read before my first trail
race, I could have avoided so many mistakes! I highly recommend it.” - Kaci Lickteig, 2016
UltraRunning Magazine UltraRunner of the Year and Western States 100-Mile Endurance Run
champion
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Slow Jogging
What Every Runner Needs to Know about Getting (and Staying) Healthy In an ideal runner's world,
every step of every mile would be 100 percent pain-free. No aches, no twinges, no lingering soreness
from yesterday's workout. The reality is that many runners constantly deal with a slight (or not so slight)
disturbance-a tender foot, a tight hamstring, a whiny knee. While these nagging issues often aren't
serious enough to require a time-out, they are annoying, especially when they don't let you fully enjoy
your time on the roads. Runner's World Essential Guides: Injury Prevention and Recovery is chock-full
of helpful tips on how to avoid and recover from the most common injuries that plague runners.
Presented in an easy to follow format and with dozens of handy sidebars, the practical information in this
book will help keep runners on healthy, pain-free, and enjoying their running experience like never
before.

Bike for Life
Providing the keys to maximizing performance while avoiding injuries, "Running Well" allows runners
at all levels to easily assess and improve technique. Anatomical art supplements the thorough coverage of
causes and symptoms of dozens of running injuries.

Runner's World Complete Guide to Minimalism and Barefoot Running
Barefoot enthusiasts say ditching your shoes is essential for optimal whole-body function. Doctors say
minimalist shoes cause injury. Who's right? What if they both are? In Whole Body Barefoot,
biomechanist Katy Bowman explains how both sides are right and wrong by broadening the perspective
of over-simplified "shoes are good" or "shoes are bad" arguments. Using evolutionary-based and
biomechanics arguments, Bowman demonstrates that shoes, in a modern context, have purpose, but that
the trade-off for protection can be reduced whole-body health if we don't pick the right shoes for our
body and skill-level.

Great Feet for Life
Running is America’s most popular participatory sport, yet more than half of those who identify as
runners get injured every year. Falling prey to injuries from overtraining, faulty form, poor eating, and
improper footwear, many runners eventually, and reluctantly, abandon the sport for a less strenuous
pastime. But for the first time in the United States, Hiroaki Tanaka’s Slow Jogging demonstrates that
there is an efficient, healthier, and pain-free approach to running for all ages and lifestyles. Tanaka’s
method of easy running, or “slow jogging,” is an injury-free approach to running that helps
participants burn calories, lose weight, and even reverse the effects of Type-2 diabetes. With easy-tofollow steps and colorful charts, Slow Jogging teaches runners to enjoy injury-free activity by: •
Maintaining a smiling, or niko niko in Japanese, pace that is both easy and enjoyable • Landing on midfoot, instead of on the heel • Choosing shoes with thin, flexible soles and no oversized heel • Aiming
for a pace of 180 steps per minute • And trying to find time for activity every day Accessible to runners
of all fitness levels and ages, Slow Jogging will inspire thousands more Americans to take up running and
will change the way that avid runners hit the pavement.

Barefoot Running Step by Step
Traces the author's remarkable career while revealing the influence of his vegan lifestyle, describing his
transition from a Midwestern hunter to a record-breaking athlete.
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Runner's World Essential Guides: Injury Prevention & Recovery
“Barefoot Ken Bob is The Master. Long before anyone else was even talking about barefoot running,
he was perfecting the art . . . Now, after twenty years of teaching, experimenting, and “merry
marathoning” (as he calls it), the first and best source of barefoot-running knowledge is bringing his
ideas to print. And it’s about time.” —Christopher McDougall, author of Born to Run: A Hidden
Tribe, Super Athletes, and The Greatest Race the World Has Never Seen “Ken Bob Saxton, a pioneer
of the modern barefoot running movement, has logged more miles in his birthday shoes than just about
anyone I know, and he has helped countless people run barefoot. As one would expect, this delightful
book, full of wit and wisdom, is an invaluable guide for anyone who wants to run barefoot, avoid injury,
and have fun.” —Daniel E. Lieberman, professor of Human Evolutionary Biology, Harvard University
"This is a wonderful guide from the Godfather of barefoot running!" —Irene Davis, Ph.D., director of
Spaulding National Running Center, Harvard Medical School Learn Barefoot Running From the
Master! Almost overnight, barefoot running has exploded onto the fitness scene. However, it involves
more than simply taking off your shoes. In fact, everything you’ve learned about barefoot running is
probably wrong—unless you’ve learned it from Barefoot Ken Bob Saxton. The leading instructor and
proponent of unshod running, he has completed 76 marathons barefoot, survived an astounding
marathon-a-month challenge in 2004, and gone on to top that with 16 marathons in 2006, including
four in a 15-day period—all barefoot. Barefoot Running Step by Step separates the facts from the hype,
outlines Ken Bob’s personal techniques, and details the latest research on the newest trend in
mankind’s oldest sport. Whether you barefoot run occasionally, part-time, or full-time, you’ll find
methods for improving your form, staying injury-free, dramatically improving your speed and
performance, and having more fun. The Bent Knee: Here is the hidden secret to perfect running form.
Learn how this crucial adjustment will keep you running stronger and injury-free for life. Vibrams and
Minimalist Shoes: Barefoot running is not a transition from shoes to minimalist shoes to bare feet. It’s
the other way around. Discover why you need to run barefoot before you use other footwear. Start From
the Head: Proper barefoot form doesn’t start at the feet. Discover how to get the correct body
biomechanics. Ease Into It: Here are the steps you need to take to make the transition from running in
shoes to barefoot running as painless and easy as possible. Improve Speed: Barefoot running’s injury
reduction benefits are well-touted; however a new landmark study proves that barefooting—even parttime—can make you faster. Barefoot Running Step by Step is filled with series photos and illustrations
that show you the “do’s” and “don’ts” of barefoot running, the latest research, and Ken Bob
Saxton’s personal experiences and insights for running barefoot for life.

Run to the Finish
The author of The Traveling Cyclist shows readers how to maximize their bike riding, presenting the
various dangers and pitfall of riding as well as success stories of people who have used cycling to
overcome a variety of physical and emotional ailments. Original.

The Menopause Diet Plan
Offers advice on achieving goals for running without suffering injury, including mobility and stability
tests, tips on the best way to run, and an assessment of running footwear.

Eat & Run
Older Yet Faster (book with illustrations and photos, and online lesson and exercise videos) is a manual
for teaching runners how to transition to efficient running and to help them to avoid incurring almost all
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experienced runners to changeover to good technique. Coaches can also use this book as a reference on
how to implement technique change for their clients, and we expect it to become the go-to manual for
medical professionals, to help them deal with running related injuries caused by bad technique and
footwear. After learning how injuries are caused and then gaining a good understanding of running
technique in the early chapters you will be prepared to read about our technique-change system which
we call "OYF Running". This consists of "Keith's Lessons" used in combination with "Heidi's
Strengthening Exercises" and forms the main body of the book." Keith shows you how to run efficiently
in a simple, step-by-step guide both in the book and with videos. Each Lesson provides exercises set out
in a format which is both easy to understand and implement. The first three lessons teach you the basics
of running correctly and the last three help you put these into practice and help you to refine your
technique over the period of your transition. This program is set up so that runners can teach themselves
in conjunction with the online videos and forum.Heidi's Strengthening Exercises consists of a wellordered series of exercises which will help your body safely adjust to the redistribution of the workload
and are essential to rebuild parts of the body which have been neglected due to poor technique. It should
be started as soon as possible, in order to build strength and to deal with the resultant muscle and tendon
soreness that you will start to experience. We identify specific injuries and how they are caused and we
show how by improving running technique, and re-strengthening these injuries are quickly cured.
Podiatrists will find Heidi's experiences and advice particularly interesting, especially as they will almost
certainly, be in conflict with what is still taught in universities. Chapters Twelve and Thirteen,
'Managing the changes' and 'Rehabilitation', explain what should happen during the transition and
what to do should you get injured, or if you are currently injured. Chapter Fourteen is very important as
you must have suitable footwear to run with good technique. There is then a chapter on how your body
shape will change as you adopt your new technique and a chapter on general tips and traps a list of
commonly used terms, a glossary and an index.Finally, we have included three appendices: For Coaches,
For Podiatrists and a detailed look at Heidi's strengthening program. In Appendix A, Keith discusses
how to implement his Lessons from a coach's point of view, in Appendix B, Heidi explains how she
treats her patients who are suffering with specific injuries and in Appendix C she explains her
Strengthening program in greater detail for medical professionals and interested runners.

ChiRunning
Counsels running athletes on how to maintain active fitness throughout one's senior years, explaining the
potential health benefits of running while making recommendations on everything from strength training
and improving flexibility to fighting bone loss and preventing back pain. Original.

Ready to Run
In Running Rewired, America’s leading endurance sports physical therapist and coach shares a
program for runners to become stronger, faster, and more durable. Jay Dicharry distills cutting-edge
biomechanical research into 15 workouts any runner can slot into their training program to begin seeing
real results in about 6 weeks. For better or worse, your body drives your running form.Running Rewired
will show you how to shed old injuries, mobility problems, weaknesses and imbalances and rewire your
body-brain movement patterns. You’ll rebuild your movement and transform your running within one
season. Through his work with athletes at REP Lab and top university sports performance clinics,
Dicharry has found that strength training alone is inadequate for runners. To develop the four essential
movement skills required for faster, safer running, runners must practice better movement as they build
strength. In Running Rewired, you’ll use • 11 self-tests for joint mobility, posture stability, rotation,
and alignment • 83 exercises to fix blocks, move with precision, build strength, and improve power •
15 rewire workouts to amplify any training plan from 5K to ultramarathon Dicharry’s Running
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Anatomy for Runners
With groundbreaking research and an exciting new theory that will change the way women look at
hormone replacement therapy for years of substantially improved health, happiness, and quality of life,
The Estrogen Fix is a must-have book for every woman over 40. Dr. Mache Seibel, one of the leading
doctors in women's health and menopause, proves that every woman has an ideal time to more safely
begin estrogen replacement. When administered at this time, referred to as "the estrogen window,"
estrogen can lower your risk for breast cancer, heart disease, Alzheimer’s, diabetes, osteoporosis, and
more while minimizing your symptoms. Offering hope, expertise, and concrete solutions to a rectifiable
problem, The Estrogen Fix is the definitive book on hormonal health for women. If estrogen has you
confused or worried, if you are toughing it out because it seems too complicated to figure it out, if your
doctors are reluctant to treat you and your symptoms are making your life a challenge, this book is for
you.

The Barefoot Running Book
Our addiction to wearing shoes has been linked to conditions ranging from foot fungus and bacteria to
bunions and fallen arches. Ill-fitting and high-heeled shoes cause damage to the knees and spine, and
continuous wearing of any kind of shoes builds up these problems. Daniel Howell describes the benefits
of a simple alternative: going barefoot. The barefoot lifestyle corrects misalignments and increases foot
strength and flexibility, and it is practiced in many other countries. In a reader-friendly, accessible style,
this practical book explains the health advantages of going barefoot, provides tips for increasing barefoot
time, and encourages everyone to experience the health benefits and the natural, vital pleasure of a
barefoot connection with the earth.

Run for Life
A heartwarming story about training a rescue donkey to run one of the most challenging races in
America. "McDougall is a gifted storyteller who gets to the heart of the human-animal
connection."--John Grogan, author of Marley & Me.e.

The Barefoot Book
Shortlisted for the 2015 Thwaites Wainwright prize for nature writing Richard Askwith wanted more.
Not convinced running had to be all about pounding pavements, buying fancy kit and racking up
extreme challenges, he looked for ways to liberate himself. His solution: running through muddy fields
and up rocky fells, running with his dog at dawn, running because he's being (voluntarily) chased by a
pack of bloodhounds, running to get hopelessly, enjoyably lost, running fast for the sheer thrill of it.
Running as nature intended. Part diary of a year running through the Northamptonshire countryside,
part exploration of why we love to run without limits, Running Free is an eloquent and inspiring account
of running in a forgotten, rural way, observing wildlife and celebrating the joys of nature. An opponent
of the commercialisation of running, Askwith offers a welcome alternative, with practical tips (learned
the hard way) on how to both start and keep running naturally – from thawing frozen toes to avoiding a
stampede when crossing a field of cows. Running Free is about getting back to the basics of why we love
to run.
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Running Well
Recommends the health benefits of walking barefoot; provides advice on training, technique, and
conditioning, including the special needs of children, older people, and pregnant women; and discusses
choosing footwear.

Run for Your Life
Running Form helps you make key improvements in form, leading to optimal running performance with
less risk for injury.

Running with Sherman
"Author dared to run barefoot at the age of 38, only after enduring two decades of chronic (shod)
running injuries. Since then he has completed two marathons while running barefoot and run pain free
for the first time in his life. This book draws on his own experiences, interviews with barefoot runners
across America and papers with scientific research to provide a recipe for healthy pain free running"--P.
[4] of cover.

Dr. Nicholas Romanov's Pose Method of Running
The basic rationale for running barefoot or in minimalist models goes something like this: Humans
evolved to cover long distances by foot. By introducing a thick layer of cushioning and an elevated heel
between the foot and the ground, modern running shoes alter natural running form. But modern
running shoes alter form in ways that lead to injury. Therefore, getting back to a more natural running
gait by running in little-to-no shoe will lead to improved form, which should lower injury rates. A key
reason to run barefoot or in minimalist shoes is to allow your feet to work more naturally, free from the
confines and controls of overly engineered running shoes. Unfortunately, too many runners, eager to run
more naturally, have gone too far, too fast, from one extreme to the other. The realities of modern life
have weakened our feet, ankles, and lower legs, and our bodies have adapted to the shoes we have worn
for most of our lives; if we suddenly start running in little-to-no shoe, our bodies are not prepared for the
new stresses. Runner's World Essential Guides: Barefoot Running and Minimalism provides historical
context, thoughts, advice, and tips on making a healthy transition. The foremost authorities on running
on the planet show you how to ease into a transition from conventional running shoes to barefoot
running or minimalist shoes, starting with some simple at-home tests to see if your feet already have the
strength they need to handle little-to-no shoe. You'll learn a step-by-step process for safely moving away
from doing all your running in big, bulky shoes, including guidelines on how to introduce barefoot
running into your regimen. Whether you want to learn more about the barefoot craze that's swept the
nation or you want to introduce barefoot running into your training plan, this indispensable guide
contains everything you need to get started!

The Trail Runner's Companion
Minimize the symptoms of perimenopause and menopause naturally through a sustainable, enjoyable
eating plan, physical activity, and other beneficial lifestyle habits “My friends and well-respected
colleagues have written The Menopause Diet Plan to help you feel healthier, happier, and more
confident during this change in your life.”—Maye Musk, MS, RDN, and author of A Woman Makes a
Plan Menopause is uncharted territory for women, and it can be difficult to know how to ease the effects
of hormonal changes that can often start in your 40s. With honesty and optimism, The Menopause Diet
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perimenopause and menopause. It highlights current scientific knowledge about the best diet and
lifestyle choices to manage your weight; keep your heart, brain, and bones healthy; and decrease the risk
for cancer and other chronic conditions. It also offers natural strategies to help diminish hot flashes,
manage sleep difficulties and mood swings, improve energy, and more. The Menopause Diet Plan takes
a unique approach to eating before, during, and after menopause. Registered dietitians Hillary Wright
and Elizabeth Ward provide a customizable, plant-based eating plan that is rich in protein, fiber, and
other beneficial nutrients, moderate in carbohydrates, and low in saturated fat, sodium, and added
sugars. Balancing evidence-based advice with real-life circumstances and personal experience, it
combines the best of the world's healthiest diets with the latest nutrition research for women in the
menopause transition. Recipes such as Peanut Butter Smoothie, Chicken Italiano, and Chocolate
Oatmeal Energy Balls make it easier to eat delicious, satisfying foods that nourish your body. With a
comprehensive approach to better health, The Menopause Diet Plan helps women take charge of their
well-being and live life to the fullest.

No Meat Athlete
Dr. Romanov's Pose Method Of Running brings his revolutionary ideas that changed the world of
running to the professional athlete and amateur alike. In a very succinct and enjoyable manner, it
teaches one to perform to the very best of his ability, using the Pose running technique. In ballet, or
martial arts, one requires practice of technique. The same is true of running. Unless you are one of the
lucky ones, like Haile Gebrselassie, Steve Prefontaine, or Michael Johnson, who were born with the
perfect technique, you have to learn it. Until Dr Romanov's discovery there was no coherent theory on
the subject. Running was practiced, but not taught as a skill. The Pose Method proposes to teach
running as a skill with its own theory, concepts, and exercises.

Clinical Care of the Runner E-Book
DELUXE EDITION--includes Eric Orton's exclusive video demonstrations of each exerciseIncludes a
foreword by Christopher McDougall Featured in the bestselling book Born to Run, coach and
performance guru Eric Orton has spent a lifetime learning and thinking about running and about the
limitless possibilities of the human body and mind. In The Cool Impossible, Orton shares his wealth of
knowledge in an inspiring step-by-step guide that will open up a new world of achievement for runners
of all levels of ability and experience. The truth is: Athleticism is awareness. That simple phrase is at the
core of The Cool Impossible. Athleticism requires awareness of form and technique, awareness of our
effort level, and, most important, awareness of what we think (and don’t think). And with that
awareness comes the possibility of endless potential and improvement, progress and mastery—and,
ultimately, achievement that you never before would have thought possible. With a program focused on
proper running form, strength development, and cardiovascular training, Orton will help first-step
beginners, prime-time competitors, and enduring veterans reach “the cool impossible”—the belief
that any achievement, athletic or otherwise, is within our reach. Inside you’ll find: * Foot strength
exercises to catapult performance, combat injuries, and transform technique * A total-body strength
program aimed at creating an athletic running body * Step-by-step run-form coaching for performance
enhancement and lifelong healthy running * A run-training program providing the building blocks for
endurance, strength, and speed * No-nonsense nutrition strategies for performance, health, and the
ultimate running body * Visualization and mind-training tactics to run and live the Cool Impossible
*And much more… Natural running is about so much more than barefoot running. It’s about the joy
of running that we were all naturally born with and can reawaken. Like a favorite running companion,
The Cool Impossible will be there with you, stride for stride and mile for mile, helping you go farther
than you ever could have on your own.
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The Cool Impossible Deluxe
Draws on the knowledge of coaches and other running experts to show how and why to make the move
safely to running in less shoe and explains why most runners should consider minimalism.

The Estrogen Fix
Examines the harmful effects that running in shoes can have on feet, knees, and hips and discusses the
benefits of barefoot running, with advice on training, proper form, and dealing with weather and terrain.

Running Free
Washington Post Bestseller! — Jenn Segal’s Family-Friendly Healthy Cookbook If you’re a fan of
Chrissy Teigen, Skinnytaste, Pioneer Woman, or Oh She Glows cookbooks, you’ll love Once Upon a
Chef Become the favorite family chef: Once upon a time Jenn Segal went to culinary school and worked
in fancy restaurants. One marriage and two kids later she created Once Upon a Chef, the popular blog
that applies her tried-and-true chef skills with delicious, fresh, and approachable ingredients for familyfriendly meals. In Jenn's book she shares 100 recipes that will up your kitchen game while surprising you
with their ease. With the authority of a professional chef and the practicality of a busy working mom,
Jenn teaches you to improve your cooking one recipe at a time, with helpful tips on topics such as how to
season correctly with salt, how to balance flavors, and how to make the most of leftovers. The healthy
cookbook for every meal of the day: Breakfast favorites like Maple, Coconut & Blueberry Granola and
Savory Ham & Cheese Waffles Simple soups, salads, and sandwiches for ideal lunches (try the Fiery
Roasted Tomato Soup paired with Smoked Gouda & Pesto Grilled Cheese Sandwiches) Entrées the
whole family will love like Buttermilk Fried Chicken Tenders Tasty treats for those casual get-togethers
like Buttery Cajun Popcorn and Sweet, Salty & Spicy Pecans Go-to sweets such as Toffee Almond
Sandies and a Classic Chocolate Lover's Birthday Cake If you have used recipes from Magnolia Table
or Smitten Kitchen, you will want to own Once Upon a Chef: Flip through the pages of this book, and
you'll want to make every recipe—whether it's an easy family dinner your kids will love, an indulgent
dessert for someone special, or fun cocktails and appetizers for your friends. This is the book you'll turn
to again and again, and with Jenn by your side in the kitchen, every meal will taste like the best night
out!

Barefoot Running
Don't let an old injury keep you from enjoying races, morning runs, or attaining fitness goals. In the first
part of Healthy Running Step by Step, authors Robert Forster, PT and Roy M. Wallack recommend the
best training based on your fitness goals, including strength training, cross training, sprints, yoga, and
rest. Part two goes a step further from other books by addressing the most modern methods of
treatment—including current studies on the amount of rest required, new and controversial surgical
operations and injections, the newest and most effective gear, and barefoot/minimalist running as a form
of healing. If you are recovering from an injury or want to prevent becoming injured in the first place,
Healthy Running Step by Step is a must-have guide.

Runner's World Essential Guides: Barefoot Running and Minimalism
Over a lifetime, our feet carry us more than 100,000 miles and endure tens of millions of pounds of total
impact. Unless we take good care of our feet as we age, our ability to stay active and independent can be
threatened. Healthy feet provide the foundation for healthy aging. Written by a podiatrist, Great Feet for
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Life covers
every
important
aspect
of footcare
and footwear,
nail care,
selection, insoles & orthotics, skin care, arthritis, footcare products, common foot conditions and injuries,
heel pain, hammertoes & bunions, shoe comfort. Great Feet for Life offers simple, step-by-step
instructions for self-care. There is even a chapter on staying active, maintaining good balance, and
preventing falls. Whether you are caring for yourself or someone else, this book is your complete footcare
and footwear resource for healthy aging. Book jacket.
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